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5IJT JT 7PMWPˏT STU BMM�XIFFM ESJWF GVMMZ FMFDUSJD DBS UIF &7WFSTJPO PG UIF 7PMWP 9$�� NFEJVN�TJ[FE GBNJMZ 467 UIBUˏTCFFO BSPVOE TJODF ����� 5IF 9$�� JT BWBJMBCMF XJUI PUIFSQPXFSUSBJOT JODMVEJOH B NJME IZCSJE BOE GVMM QMVH�JO IZCSJE UPP�5IJT FMFDUSJD 9$�� 3FDIBSHF XBT JOUSPEVDFE JO ���� BOE XIJMF JUNBZ IBWF CFFO BEBQUFE UP SVO BT BO FMFDUSJD DBS SBUIFS UIBOPSJHJOBUJOH BT BO &7 JU JT XPSUI NFOUJPOJOH UIBU JU TIBSFT JUT

QMBUGPSN XJUI 1PMFTUBS � ˊ XIJDI XBT MBVODIFE BT B GVMMZ FMFDUSJDDBS� �3FBE UIF GVMM SFWJFX BOE XBUDI UIF MN QSFTFOUFECZ 4IBI[BE 4IFJLI BU XXX�GSFFDBSNBH�DPN

Volvo XC40 Recharge P8



5IJT JT UIF BMM�OFX GUI HFOFSBUJPO ,JB 4QPSUBHF B IVHFMZJNQPSUBOU DBS GPS ,JB XIJDI IBT TFFO JUT NBSLFU TIBSF HSPXDPOTJTUFOUMZ JO QSFUUZ NVDI BMM NBSLFUT� 5IF 4QPSUBHF JT JUTCJHHFTU TFMMFS JO UIF 6, &VSPQF BOE JOEFFE HMPCBMMZ XJUI OFBSMZ������ TPME IFSF TJODF ����� *UˏT CVJMU PO BO BMM�OFX QMBUGPSN JUBDUVBMMZ TIBSFT XJUI UIF MBSHFS ,JB 4PSFOUP� "T TVDI UIJT OFX

4QPSUBHF JT B MJUUMF CJHHFS JUˏT ��NN MPOHFS BOE UIF XIFFMCBTFXJEUI BOE IFJHIU IBWF BMTP BMM HSPXO CZ ��NN XIJDI ,JB DMBJNTQSPWJEFT NPSF SPPN JOTJEF JODMVEJOH ��� MJUSFT PG MVHHBHF TQBDFBOE VQ UP ���� MJUSFT XJUI UIF TFBUT EPXO� 3FBE UIF GVMMSFWJFX BOE XBUDI UIF MN QSFTFOUFE CZ 4IBI[BE4IFJLI BU XXX�GSFFDBSNBH�DPN

Kia Sportage
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This bright yellow 1973 Reliant Supervan, sold for £6,100 on Car and Classic. Obviously this has been tricked to
out to be like all the other Supervans out there as a faux ‘Only Fools and Horses’ alike Reliant. Nothing wrong
with that as it always makes pedestrians and other road users smile. You can find the latest car auc ons on

www.carandclassic.co.uk/auc ons where the team specialises in enthusiast-owned cars, from the latest modern
classics to pre-war and veteran classics, barn finds and concours-winning examples.

Reliant Supervan 3 -70mpg



Review

Pricey Peel-100mpg
Almost)never has so much money been

paid for so li le car:Car & Classic’s
auc on of second-most expensive Peel

P50 in the UK. 1963 Peel P50 microcar’s sells
for £111,000 in the UK World’s smallest car
fetches second-highest price paid at Bri sh
auc on Original vehicle, rare (one of 46 ever

made) Not all three-wheelers are expensive:
Reliant Supervan 3 sells at same me for
£6,100. Car & Classic is increasingly becoming
the go-to online auc on pla orm for unusual
and rare classic vehicle finds: This Peel is a pre-
produc on example with early Lucas sidelights
and no rear roll bar.
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CarTrouble

S.O.S.@100

Watch itnow...
Fuzz Townsend and Tim Shaw are back again in Car S.O.S. changing people’s lives and
restoring iconic classic cars including a Dennis Fire Engine, Fiat Uno Turbo, Opel Manta,

Saab 900 and many others. Free Car Mag ask the difficult questions.
https://youtu.be/x8HlAPEqpf0.

TopCarTelly
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/BUJPOBM (FPHSBQIJDˏT UPQ�SBUFE DBSSFTUPSBUJPO TIPXXJUI B IFBSU $BS 4�0�4SFUVSOT UP TDSFFOT GPS JUT UFOUI TFBTPO PO5IVSTEBZ ��UI .BSDI XJUI �� VONJTTBCMF OFXFQJTPEFT ˊ JODMVEJOH B WFSZ TQFDJBM BOOJWFSTBSZTIPX GFBUVSJOH UIF ���UI DBS UP CF NBEF�PWFS POUIF TFSJFT BOE B TUBDL PG DFMFCSJUZ GBDFT XIP XJMMCF QPQQJOH VQ UISPVHIPVU UIF SVO�
Each new episode features a different heart-

warming and inspiring story from owners who
deserve the chance to have their treasured
classic motor fully restored back to its prime
condi on, with parts-blagging car enthusiast
Tim Shaw and master mechanic Fuzz
Townshend who are joined by special guest
stars, including ex-England football legends
Bryan Robson and Wes Brown, who are on
hand to lend their me, energy, and moral
support to a very special Car S.O.S reveal at
Old Trafford football stadium. Other celebrity
Car S.O.S fans who make cameo appearances
in the series are David Beckham, Sir Paul
McCartney, TV mechanic and motoring
specialist Ed China and Emmerdale actress
Natalie J. Robb.

The much-an cipated tenth series begins
with an incredible makeover of a Fiat Uno
Turbo, which was once the pride and joy of
Gerry who recently discovered that he was
suffering from a rare form of blood cancer,
leaving unable to fix-up his car. Gerry
underwent several months of chemotherapy
which ini ally helped – however sadly it was
then discovered that the cancer had spread to
his spine. The Car S.O.S team ba led through

a series of setbacks to get the car back to its
former glory, and the result of all their
persistence and hard work will leave even the
most hardened of petrolheads amazed.

Later in the series, in what promises to be
one of the most moving episodes in Car S.O.S
history, we follow the story of the Howe family.
Contributor Steve’s daughter Darcie was at the
Ariana Grande concert at the Manchester
Arena when a terrorist bomb tore through the
lives of those there. Darcie survived, but her
mother who had come to collect her was sadly
killed. Before the tragic blast, they wanted to
restore their 1963 Citroen HY Camione e into
a milkshake and coffee van, however due to
the circumstances they didn’t get round to it.
Car S.O.S have stepped in to make it happen.
This is one of the biggest Car S.O.S reveals to
date, as it took place at Old Trafford Stadium,
with the help of ex-Manchester United legends
Wes Brown and Bryan Robson. Also featured in
the series is the story of Ash, an electrician
from Huddersfield. Ash owned a 1992, VW
Corrrado , it was his pride and joy, but a er
being diagnosed with tes cular cancer, then
being close to death from sepsis, Ash was le
too weak to be able to keep the car on the
road and it ended up ro ng away behind an
industrial estate. Wife Kris na knew how much
the car meant to Ash and wrote to Tim and
Fuzz to see if they could help get the car back
on the road and bring some much needed joy
into Ash’s life as he awaits his all clear.
Watch our interview at freecarmag com

EVERY THURSDAY AT 8.00PM EXCLUSIVELY ON NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC FROM 10TH MARCH
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Honda’s Monkey Bike what could be
more fun and deliver so much miles
per gallon, around 200 miles on a full

1.5 gallon tank... .

HondaMonkey

MonkeyMagic
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Porsche 911 Turbo

MonkeyMagic

Get yourself a Monkey Bike. Honda has been
making them for decades and the latest version
is less than four grand....

1961 First model – made for use at amusement
parks ith 5 inch heels rigid suspension
foldable handlebars and .1k 4 cc engine.

1963 First road going model – e ported to orth
merica and urope.



HondaMonkey
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Porsche 911 Turbo

1967 First model sold in apan – ith fold do n
seat

1970 uick detach front suspension made it
possible to t into the boot of a small car

1978 First model ith custom bike style tear
drop fuel tank

1984 imited edition Gold model.



1987 model ith t in tube frame and hydraulic
front brake disc

1991 ff road styled Ba a model ith t in
headlights

1 12 freecarmag.com

2004 Special n colours based on the B 5 F
ridden to victory in the aytona 1 by Freddie
pencer

2009 Monkey Ltd First fuel in ected version ith
roller rocker arm and off set cylinder.



HondaMonkey
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Porsche 911 Turbo

2017 e version commemorates 5 th
anniversary of sales in apan

2018 Monkey name to return reborn and ready for
life in the 21st century city.

The Monkey’s brand-new air-cooled -
co pliant 12 cc power nit is t ned to deli er
en oyable and e ible aro nd-town
per or ance t’s econo ical too thanks to

low- riction technolo ies and M- el
in ection The e-speed earbo is ana ed by
cl tch st like a bi bike and the e tra ear
akes lon er r ns e en ore en oyable

Z125
£3899
OTR
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CarTrouble

King of the
Mods

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

GoingMobile
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Morecambe and Wise rode them, and one
appeared in the Mods and Rockers film
Quadrophenia. Ewbank’s auc oned the

collec on of Bill Drake, one of the leading authori es on
Vespa scooters, on March 22 and raised £78,325
including premium. A collector, fount of knowledge and
leading light of the Veteran Vespa Club and Vespa Club
of Great Britain, Bill was also a leading source for rare
and elusive spare parts. But it is the rare surviving
Vespas that headed the bill. A 1948 Vespa 98 – the first
machine of the late 1940s – in untouched condi on.
Two of the others have noted showbiz links. The first is a
1953 Vespa Douglas Rod 125cc used by Morecambe and
Wise in an event at the Bristol Hippodrome in 1963,
where they were both appearing pantomime. While
there, the comedy duo visited the Douglas works where
the two rod models were being prepped for the veteran
Vespa rally. A photograph that appears in Eric
Brockway’s book Vespa: An Illustrated Stor , shows
Brockway, then the managing director of Douglas, si ng
behind Eric Morecambe on the scooter giggling away.
The following year the bike was ridden in the first ever
Veteran Vespa Club run from London to Brighton. The
other bike with showbiz links is an unrestored 1961
Vespa Douglas GS 150cc VS5 used in the film
uadrop en a The list is completed by a 1966 Vespa

180 Super Sport. The 200-plus lot auction included

three full scooter frames, the pick of which are two 1960
Vespa GS150 VS5 frames, with the serial numbers
0080477 and 076966. Of equal interest to enthusiasts
will be a wealth of spare parts spread across dozens
of lots, from bodywork panels to fly wheels and filter
housings, as well as large caches of magazines and
books, and an impressive selection of flags, banners
and badges.
Vespa badges included ‘Birmingham Vespa Club’,
‘Vespa Club of Britain, 1966, Weston-Super-Mare
Rally’, ‘International Vespa Rally London, 1967’, ‘The
Vespa Club of Britain 1966, National Rally
Northampton’, ‘Vespa Club of Britain, 1957,
Barcelona’ and numerous others.

“There can be few in the Vespa world who are unaware
of Bill and the incredible contribu on that he made to
both the Veteran Vespa Club and Vespa Club of Great
Britain,” says Ewbank’s specialist Chandler orke-Edgell.
“ ollowing his passing in early 2021 it was inevitable that
his collec on would be o ered for sale. The auc on,
which will take place at Ewbank’s Woking premises, is
probably the most important collec on of machines and
memorabilia to be o ered since that of the late Mike
arslake. or fans, this is a unique opportunity to acquire
early bikes in original state for a dream restora on
pro ect.”

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Possibly the greatest collection of Vespa
scooters and related memorabilia



ts steel backbone frame provides strength and
stability along ith the oval section s ingarm. p
ide o n front forks ear a premium
lumite nish and are matched by dual rear

shocks – no ith 2 stage springs for e tra
comfort – and 1 4mm a le travel. Fat 12 inch
block pattern tyres make for a smooth ride and
the seat is made of plush high density urethane.

he original Monkey as a s icon. t
as the t o heeled machine to be seen on and

nothing s changed. ur 21st century Monkey s
style ith its chromed steel high level front and
rear mudguards – plus the evocatively stamped
e haust shield and high rise handlebars – pays
homage to the original. nd to give it the perfect

modern touch it boasts a earl Glimmering Blue
paint. ust to make sure the Monkey stands out
from the cro d even more it s got full lighting
– even the indicators. nd the key features an
ans er back system that makes the lights ash at
the push of a button so you ll never lose your
Monkey in a car park. he looks are retro but the
circular instrument cluster is full and features a
speedometer hich inks cheekily as the ignition
is turned on odometer ith t in trip meters and
si segment fuel level indicator. he Monkey s not
ust funky it s clever. he single channel B is
controlled by an nertial Measurement nit M so
the rear of the bike on t lift under heavy braking.
single 22 mm front disc and 1 mm rear provide
the stopping po er.

1 12 freecarmag.com
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Can’tExplain
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SellOut
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Free Car Mag adore the Renault 5 especially as it will do 40.8 mpg. It is 50 this
year and it seems that there will inevitably be a electricity version which will
weigh a couple of tons and not be remotely as charming, practical and stylish
as this original, Anyway there are events coming up to celebrate the little cars

Birthday, so we will just go along with that for the time being.

SmallCarHero

Nifty50
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911 Turbo

Nifty50

To celebrate the Renault 5ʼs big anniversary,
Renault will be hosting numerous events and
social media campaigns throughout the year.

From March, Renault will be launching an NFT that
will allow the greatest fans to acquire limited
edition pieces of work that are created especially
around the Renault 5 universe. This will include
fun and colourful pieces of art, sneakers, and
music, with the return of a portable tape player.

The artist reg lʼillustrateur will create a series of
work on the theme of Renault 5 and its di erent
variations.

This o cial calendar will evolve according to
current events and also include events and
testimonies that will be hosted by Renault 5ʼs
biggest fans.
APRIL The Renault lassic facilities will host an
e hibition of the most emblematic Renault 5
models. This e hibition will be physically open to
media and accessible virtually to the general
public.

JUNE The creation of an original concept car in
collaboration with a renowned designer to
celebrate seventies pop and the colourful Renault
5 universe. There will also be other pro ects, this
time around music, which will be revealed during
the month.

JULY n interactive activation that allows fans to
look back at the cinematographic career of the
Renault 5.

SEPTEMBER The Renault 5 e hibition taking
place in ngoul me at the ircuit des Remparts.

NOVEMBER The production of a stopmotion
lm dedicated to the various competitions that the

Renault 5 has taken part in during its lifetime.

The poqu uto show in yon where there will be
an e hibition of several Renault 5 models.
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Are the mortgage payments troubling you? The neighbours getting on your
nerves? Bored with the routine? Then get a Roofnest and convert your motor

into a two storey Motorhome.

TheFuture is...

WildCamping
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WildCamping

Growing from the mountain town of Boulder in the
Colorado Rockies, Roofnest has spent years
developing a diverse line of hard-shell rooftop

tents that make wild camping easier, more comfortable,
and more fun Roofnest tents can mount to any car,
hatch, , truck, or van and transform it into a
campervan worthy of the most uni ue wild-camping
e perience

ild camping is more popular than ever across
the ith more people e ploring nature, we saw an
opportunity to bring our brand of weather-resistant,
accessible, and easy-to-use rooftop tents to the nited
ingdom, said Roofnest ounder im ickles e are

con dent that would-be wild campers, especially those
who live in cities, will nd Roofnest s rooftop tents the
perfect way to e plore more remote portions of Great
Britain without sacri cing their city-si e car or urban
lifestyle
Benefits of Roofnest rooftop tents include
Roofnest tents deploy in seconds Campers can go

from driver s seat to sleeping bag in a matter of
moments

leep above the ground n the car s roof, campers
avoid rocky or water-saturated campsites as well as

late-night intrusions from animals
arm and weather-resistant he breglass-

reinforced top shell keeps rain out while the 2 -gram
polyurethane-coated polyester and cotton blend wall
materials keep campers warmer than a traditional tent

uick installation and removal nlike a bulky and
e pensive campervan, a Roofnest rooftop tent can be
uninstalled from a car relatively easily and stowed away
when not in use, saving weight and fuel
Comfortable and feature-rich ll Roofnest tents

include a si -centimetre-thick foam mattress,
detachable shoe bags, and built-in battery-powered

light strips t launch, the pop-up parrow and fold-
out Condor tent models will be available to buyers in the

market he parrow pop-up tent measures 211 cm
long and 124 5 cm wide, comfortably sleeping two he
Condor is a compact 211 cm by 15 cm but opens up to
double its footprint and sleeps two to three people

Roofnest tents t a wide variety of vehicles, from
small hatches to larger estates and elevate anyone s
wild camping e perience Roofnest tents are priced
from 2,445 and shipping now Customers who want
to learn more about Roofnest and its rooftop tents can
go to roofnest co u
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https://
www.netzerowatch.com/a-
plaything-for-the-rich/

ElectricityCarCon

Unplugged
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Do your own research.
Don’t believe everything
you hear from the
Government and the
mainstream media.
Question everything,
especially when it
comes to your climate.
If you can get a bank
loan or mortgage for 25
years then clearly the
world isn’t going to end
until at least then...

Unplugged
Energy Density compared...
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ElectricityCarCon
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Electricity Cars
struggle to find buyers
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FairFuelUK commissioned (with the Road Haulage
Association) the Independent Economic Think Tank,
CEBR to ascertain what the Fuel ut Free e since the
eginning o has done or the econom Their

summar is shown here

Had the ree e not occurred, the uel dut
escalator s impact on C I would ha e reached It
is now

Had the uel dut escalator continued as planned
rom onwards, uel dut toda would e p
per litre rather than p per litre, higher

The CEBR estimates that this would translate in
o erall uel prices eing higher, circa to

per litre Com ining this with their statistical
anal sis etween uel prices and arious general
price indices, the nd that this would translate into
the ollowing

higher consumer prices

higher output producer prices
higher input producer prices

higher prices or road reight

The earl impact o higher in ation across all
o this, would ha e e entuall reached
illion per ear, in unding all UK s outstanding

go ernment de t That s o er n in
cumulati e de t unding costs o er ears

The CEBR estimate that household e penditure
is illion higher per ear due to uel dut
eing ro en This e uates to appro imatel

o total

The CEBR Report can e read and downloaded at
https www air ueluk com BU ET
ueldut html'BJS 'VFM DBMMFE GPS BOE HPU B GVFM EVUZ DVU IPXFWFS �Q KVTUJTOˏU FOPVHI UFMM ZPVS .1 ZPV BSF OPU IBQQZ�

www.fairfue .

Pump Prices hurt
37m drivers
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From September 2021
https://youtu.be/adMh-rfj3Hk
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After four months of tireless campaigning, Climate
Realism organisation, CAR26.Org,led by Lois Perry,
have claimed victory for PM Boris Johnson’s moves

in PMQ’s today that he may reverse the ban on fracking to
provide energy security for Britain due to the Russia/
Ukraine crisis.

Two weeks ago, CAR26, led by Miss Perry, launched
the House of Commons Petition to ‘End the Fracking Ban”
which has soared to approximately 15,000 signatures,
now commanding a response from the Government.

40 Tory MPs and 4 Peers have now asked the
Government to reverse the ban on fracking.

In September last year, CAR26 commissioned the
YouGov survey which revealed that 58% of Brits, who
expressed an opinion, want a Carbon Net Zero
Referendum.

CAR26’s monthly Forums hosted by Miss Perry
have featured Reform UK Leader Richard Tice, former
Conservative MEP Lance Forman, Maajid Nawaz, Lembit
Opik, James Delingpole – which have all turned the tide of
public opinion – paving the way for the Fracking ban to be
overturned in this country.

CAR26 was the engine which fired Nigel Farage
and Richard Tice’s cylinders to repeat the ‘Brexit
Referendum’ all over again but with the ‘ ote Power Not
Poverty’ campaign launched at the weekend.

According to Miss Perry No one dared breathe a
word about Fracking once more being a possibility when
we started talking about it. I was told I was mad. Now its a
reality. e have well and truly shifted the narrative”.Miss
Perry has tirelessly campaigned at COP26 in Glasgow,
written to the CEO of the Oil and Gas Authority, Lobbied

MPs, and made multiple appearances on TalkRADIO,
GB News, LBC, Sky NewsAustralia, the BBC, Channel
5. It’s been a long hard graft, but we’ve done it”.

Miss Perry cites the next challenge as a total
reversal in the UK government’s ill thought through
carbon Net Zero policies. It’s one thing fracking
because of Putin, its another thing removing all the
ridiculous green levies funding the technocratic
billionaires in California. Our work is still not done. But
this is an incredible result regardless,” she says.
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For over a decade of campaigning for
FairFuelUK, I have witnessed the
insidious unchecked fleecing of UK

drivers. Our nation’s commercial,
community, social heartbeat and our right of
travel choice have been so relentlessly
demonised and ruthlessly exploited, it has
become an institutionalised commercial and
scal xation to implement a tsunami of anti
driver policies. nd it seems, there are more
to come.

he exploitation of drivers is running
even more rampant, with businesses
shameless without any compunction using
the Ukrainian onflict to line their pockets.

I O O In rumchapel,
lasgow, a garage see image below

has ust hiked diesel from . p to . p
per litre. hat is the basis for that increase
and why yet again are diesel drivers being
exploited more than petrol users here has
to be transparency in the way petrol and
diesel prices are reached as global market

commodity costs and exchange rates
legitimately’ fluctuate. hy is the
reasury, and they know full well, not

acting to check uncontrolled pro teering
is damaging the economy, hitting the
already highest taxed drivers in the world,
and fuelling inflation urely the lack of
any monetary help for drivers, is not down
to the bn gargantuan pile of extra
the reasury has relished due to a
fortunate high cost of lling up.If gas,
electricity, water and telecoms get price
protection bodies, why shouldn’t motorists
have one too e need ump atch’
now, to ensure pricing fairness for both
consumers and hardworking fuel retailers
too. ost of the pro teering is at
wholesale level not by small independent
retailers, who are also victims of the
greedy fuel supply chain.
Join the campaign at Fair Fuel

air uel com

Fuel Industry
Pump Watch with

Fair Fuel UK

KnowYourEnemyNo4
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5PDPNNFNPSBUF UIF ��UI BOOJWFSTBSZPG UIF MBVODI PG UIF UIJSE HFOFSBUJPO3PWFS ��� 	3�
 UIF 3PWFS ��� � ���0XOFST $MVC IBT QVCMJTIFE BO �� QBHF GVMMDPMPVS CPPLMFU XJUI DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPNNBOZ PG UIF 3PWFS (SPVQ UFBN UIBU XFSFJOWPMWFE XJUI UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE MBVODIPG UIF DBS� 5IJT CPPLMFU JT BWBJMBCMF UPQVSDIBTF POMJOF GPS b�� GSPN UIF DMVC�IUUQT���XXX�SPWFS����PSH�VL�TIPQ

0MEDBST EPOˏU EJF UIFZ TJNQMZ CFDPNF#BOHFST� "PSEBCMF QSBDUJDBM BOESFMJBCMF USBOTQPSUBUJPO GPS UIF QFPQMF�5IFZ EPOˏU OFFE UP TQFOE B GPSUVOF PO BCSBOE OFXNPUPS HFU JOUP EFCU PS USBQQFEJOUP B TQJSBM PG EFTQBJS CFUUFS LOPXO BT BOFBTZ QBZNFOU TDIFNF� 0UIFST NBZTQFDJDBMMZ XBOU B #BOHFS 7BO -VYP#BOHFSPS )BQQZ 4IPQQFS 	TFF JOTJEF GPS EFUBJMT
�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that supports
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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THECAR celebrates the immense drama and beauty of the car, of the genius embodied in the Ford Model T, of the glory
of the brilliant-redMercedes Benz S-Class made by workers for Nelson Mandela on his release from prison, of Kanye
est s chopped Maybach, of the sal ation of the Volkswagen Beetle by Ma or an Hirst, of El is resley s 100

Cadillacs, of the Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost and the BMCMini and e en of that harbinger of the end - the Tesla Model S and
its creator Elon Musk

As the age of the car as we know it comes to an end, with internal-combustion-engine, dri er-controlled ehicles
due to die in ryan Appleyard s brilliantly insightful book tells the story of the rise and fall of the incredible
machine that made the modern world what it is today This book is a mosaic of stories and characters, writes rian
Appleyard in his introduction to THE CAR, A strictly linear form would not be true to the multifarious history of
the car with its connections to politics, economics and art as much as to engineering, industry and consumer society
nly by setting these themes side by side is it possible to understand the world the car made, because in this world

e erything touches e erything else
TH C R The Rise and Fall o the Machine That Made the Modern orld which is published by

eidenfeld Nicolson on th March

WorldofBooks
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.



Christmas
Podcast AlertMerry

Bangers and Classics, the brilliant mind altering Podcast featuring James Ruppert and
David Milloy explaining life, the universe and everything to do with the wonderful world
of motoring. Find out which cars are classics, bangers or both. Listen to stories you
won’t hear anywhere else. Laugh out loud at some very poor jokes, Get involved by

making suggestions for serious and not so serious discussion.
Incredibly a new episode is uploaded every single week. Don’t miss out.

www.bangersandclassics.com
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.PSF PG UIF TBNF� 5IBUˏT DBST BOENPSF DBST BOE UIF PEENPBO BCPVUUIF TUBUF PG UIFNPUPSJOH XPSME� 8FBSF WFSZ MJHIU PO EFUBJMT  CVU OPDIBOHF UIFSF UIFO BOZUIJOH ZPV UIJOLXF TIPVME CF DPWFSJOH HFU JO UPVDI BTXF BSF OPX UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU .BHJO UIF 6OJWFSTF 4FF ZPV OFYU UJNF���

FCM 107
NextTime
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folding roller sliding and chain  
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